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FOREWORD 
Formulae for differentiation with respect to  the parameter of an integral over the set 
given by an inclusion are proposed. Such formulae are useful for solving chance con- 
strained optimization problems. Using these formulae one can compute the gradient (or 
stochastic quasi-gradient) of the chance constraint and consequently apply gradient (or 
stochastic quasi-gradient) algorithm for the optimization. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let the function 
be defined on the Euclidean space Rn ,  where f :  Rn  x Rm -+ R and p :  R n  x R m  -+ R are 
some functions and B C R .  T o  solve optimization problems containing the functions in 
the form ( I ) ,  a differentiation formula for the function (1) is needed. One of the sources of 
such problems are chance constrained stochastic programming problems. For example, let 
be a probability function, where ~ ( w )  is a random vector in the space Rm.  The random 
vector ~ ( w )  has a probability density p(z,  y) depending on a parameter z E R .  The func- 
tion (2) can be represented in the form ( I ) ,  where B = {t : t 5 0). 
Differentiation formulae for function (1) are described in the papers of E. Raik [5], 
N. Roenko (61. Special cases of probability functions (2) with normal and gamma distribu- 
tions, have been investigated in the papers of A. PrCkopa, T. Szantai [3], [4]. 
The gradient expression given in [5], [6] have the form of surface integrals, and are 
inconvenient from the computational point of view since the measure of a surface in the 
space R m  is equal to  zero. 
In the article of S. Uryas'ev [8] another type of formula was considered, where the 
gradient is an integral over a volume. For some applications such formulae are more con- 
venient, because stochastic quasi-gradient algorithms [I] can be used for the minimization 
of function (1). In article [8] the formula for the gradient was proved under assumption 
that  the set 
is bounded. 
The boundedness of the set p(zo)  is rather strict assumption. For example, if we con- 
sider a linear function f ( z ,  y )  = z ly l  + z2y2,  then for any nonempty set B c R the set 
p ( z )  is not bounded. In the present paper we prove analogous results with the weakest as- 
sumptions. 
2. THE GRADIENT FORMULA FOR THE CASE WITH BOUNDED SET 
The first result considers the case with bounded set p ( z )  n T ( z )  where 
Let us denote V some bounded neighborhood of the point zo E Rn,  cl the closure sign and 
L~ a transposed matrix (or a vector) L;  let A ( V )  = ( U p ( z ) )  n ( U T ( z ) ) ;  
z E  V z E  V 
The expression for the gradient of the function ( 1 )  is given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1 Let: 
1 the set G be bounded; 
2 the function f :  R n  x R m  -+ R have continuous partial deviatives f,(z, y ) ,  f y ( z ,  y ) ,  
f zy(z ,  y ) ,  f y y ( z ,  y )  on an open neighborhood of the set G;  
3 the function p :  Rn x R m  -+ R have continuous partial derivatives pz(z,  y ) ,  p y ( z ,  y )  
on an open neighborhood of the set G;  
4 1 1  fv(z ,  y)ll 2 -y > 0 on the set G .  
Then the function F ( z ) ,  given b y  the formula ( I )  is differentiable at the point z0 and 
the gradient is equal to 
where 
PROOF Let a > 0, define 
Taking into account the definition of T and T(z) we have ~ ( z ,  y) = 0 for z E V, 
y E p ( ~ )  n ( R m \ T ) .  For this reason 
F(z )  = j p(z ,  Y ) ~ Y  = j p(z,  Y ) ~ Y  
4 2 )  4,) n T 
if z E V. Denote 
def 
X(AZ, z, a )  = f(zo + A z ,  z + afZ(zo, 2)) - f(z0, 2) . 
In the integral 
make the change of variables 
where the function a ( z ,  Az)  is given by the equation 
The theorem will depend on the following three lemmas. 
LEMMA 1 There ezists a neighborhood U of the point z0 and a unique function 
a ( z ,  Az)  on the set A (U)  x ( U  - zo) which satisfies the equation (7) and the condition 
a ( z ,  0) = 0. The function a ( z ,  Az)  is continuously differentiable on A(U)  x ( U  - zo). 
PROOF Let us verify the conditions of the implicit function theorem (see, for example, 
[2], p. 454). By virtue of condition 2 of the theorem the function x is continuous with 
respect to  the all variables and the partial derivatives XA,, xz, xa exist and are continu- 
ous for sufficiently small Az,  a, and for all z E A(V). The function x a t  the point 
(0, z, 0) equals zero. The derivative X, does not equal zero at  this point (see the condition 
4 of our theorem) since 
All the conditions of the implicit function theorem are verified and the lemma is proved. 
Below we use the following definitions: p ( z ,  Az)  = a ( z ,  Az)  fz(zo, z) where a ( z ,  Az)  
satisfies the equation (7); aA,(z) = z + p ( z ,  Az) ;  
h(zo + Az) = {y E R m :  f(zo + Az, y) EB, y E T) ; 
LEMMA2 The mapping a a z : h A z ( z o ) + h ( z o + A z )  is an injection if 11Azil is 
suficiently small. 
PROOF First we show that  if z E hAz(zo) then aAz(z) E h(zo + Az).  Taking into ac- 
count equation (7) and the definition of hAz(zO) we have 
Consequently 
and aAz(z) E h(zo + Az) .  
With Lemma 1 and the condition 2 of our theorem it follows that  the function 
aAz(z) is differentiable on A ( U ) .  Let us now prove that  two different points z and z + A t  
from hAz(zo) can not be mapped by aAz(z) into the time point of the set h(zo + Az) .  We 
divide this fact into two statements: 
a) for arbitrary 6 > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that  if 11Az11 2 6 and / / A z ) )  < 6 then 
the inequality 
holds; 
b) there exist 6 > 0 and 6 > 0 such that  if 11Az11 5 6, 11Az11 5 e then inequality (8) 
holds. 
We start  with the statement a). We have 
Next, we evaluate the last term of the inequality. Expanding the function x ( A z ,  z, a )  
into a Teylor-series with respect to  Az,  a ( z ,  Az) a t  the point (0, z ,  0) we have 
+ <fz(zo + eAz, + e p ( t ,  AZ)),  fz(z0, Z) > ~ ( t ,  AZ) = o , 
where 0 5 0 5 1. With the notations z" = z0 + OAz, z" = z + Bp(z, Az) we get 
a ( z ,  Az) = - <fz(f, 4, Az> 
<fz(.", 51, fz(zo, z)> . 
From the relation (10) and the condition 4 of the theorem we obtain 
for z E A (U) and sufficiently small Az. (This means there exists a constant C such that  
Ja (z ,  Az)  1 5 Cll A z J J  .) Conditions 1,2 of our theorem imply that the constant C does not 
depend upon z E A ( U). Relation (1 1) implies 
IIp(z, Az)II = O(llAzll) - 
If 1 1  Azll > 6 then there exists E > 0 such that for 11Az11 < E 
and consequently 
llp(z + A t ,  Az)  - ~ ( 2 ,  Az)ll L llAz11/2 
Substitution of the last inequality in (9) gives (8). 
Let us now prove the statement b). Denote by 
From the condition 2 of the theorem and the relation (10) we get 
a ( z ,  Az)  = & + o(11Az11) , 
v(z ,  Az)  = @ + 0(11A~11) , 
where o(JJAzl( ) /J lAzJJ  + 0 if 11Az11 + 0. Next, we prove 
lo,(z, Az)  = $2 + 0(11A~11) 
To justify (16) it is sufficient to  show that  
ay ( z ,  Az) = EZ, + o(IlAzI), i = 1 ,..., rn 
We differentiate the identity x(Az,  z, a ( z ,  Az)) = 0 with respect to  z and get 
0 = xz(Az,  z, a ( z ,  Az)) = fz(zo + Az,  t. + p(z ,  Az))  + 
Consequently, combining the Teylor-series expansion with the relations (14), (15), we ob- 
tain 
= <fqz(z0, 21, Az>  + <fziz(zo, z) ,  P(Z, Az)> + 1 1  fz(z0, ~ ) ~ ~ ~ a ~ , ( z ,  Az)  + 
< ~ , Z ( ~ O ,  11, Az>  + 2<fT.z(zo, z) ,  9 >  + f z ( z o ,  ~ ) 1 1 ~ a ~ , ( z ,  Az) + o(1Az11) 
and 
<fz,,(zo, 4, + 2<fZiZ(Z0, z), 9 >  
az,(z, Az) = - 
IIfz(z0, ")/I2 + o(llAzII> 
With 
- <fEIZ(~O,  4  + 2<fZiZ(zO, z), $> az,  - - 
Ilfz(z0, "1 1 1 2  
and the above we have the relation (17). Now 
9, = (bfz(z0, z)), = &,fz(zo, 2) + bf,(zo, 2) 
and 
l&l = 0(11A~11), ll&z11 = O(11A~11) 1 
hence 
II9zII = O(llAzll> . 
With relations (16), (20) we have 
IIpz(z, Az>ll = o(llAzII> 
This implies 
where 0 5 v 5 1. Thus for sufficiently small 11Ax11, the inequality (13) holds, and conse- 
quently inequality (8) holds. 
LEMMA 3 The mapping a ~ , :  hAz + h(xo + Ax) is a surjection for suficiently small 
11A41. 
PROOF Let us take some point y E h (xo + Ax).  We will prove tha t  there exist a point 
def 
Z * E Z  = { t : f ( x o , t )  = f ( ~ ~ + A x , ~ ) )  and a scalar a * > O  such tha t  
y = t* + a* f(xo, t* ) .  It  is not difficult t o  see tha t  z* can be taken any point of the set 
def 
Zt  = argminll t  - y / /  . 
z E  
Indeed, if t' E Zt then the vector y - t'should be collinear with the vector fz(xo, t'), other- 
wise the set Z intersects with the interior of the set 
and 2 4 Z*. Lemma 1 implies tha t  the set Z* consists only of the one point t* and 
y = a A z ( t * ) .  Since y E h ( x o + A x )  then f ( x o , z * ) = f ( z o + A z , y ) € B  and 
y = aAz( t* )  E T,  consequently zt  E hAz(xo). 
Taking into account Lemmas 2 and 3 we can change variables y = a A z ( t )  in the in- 
tegral (6) 
F(xo + Ax) = I p(zo + Ax,  y)dy = I P ( ~ O  + Ax,  Y ) ~ Y  =
h(zo + Az) f(zo + Az, Y) E B ,  
Y E  T 
where J is the Jacobian of the mapping aAz(%).  Since aAz(r)  = r + ~ ( z ,  AZ) -+ r for 
11Az11 -+ 0 and 
then 
Let us now compute J 
We have 
With (21) we obtain 
Then with the above and (16) 
Substituting (25) into the relation (23) yields 
Thus 
The last relation implies 
Since pZ(zo, z) - A(zo, z) = 0 for z 6 T then 
and this proves the theorem. 
3. THE GRADIENT FORMULA FOR THE CASE WITH UNBOUNDED 
SET 
Next we prove that  with some additional assumptions the formula (4) is true 
without the boundedness of the set p(zo) n T(zo) . 
We use here the following designations: V is a bounded neighborhood of the point 
z0 E Rn; A ( V) = U p(z); G = cl( V x A ( V)); and Br c R m  is the ball with center a t  
z E  V 
the point 0 and radius r .  We introduce the function pr : R n  x R m  + R. Outside the ball 
B' the function p' coincides with p i.e. 
and for z E V and y inside the ball B' the function pr(z,  y )  can be set equal zero except 
in the neighborhood of the boundary of the Br. Define 
We introduced the function F r  t o  estimate the integral 
~f I $ p r ( z ,  y )  dyl is a small value then 
P ( Z )  n BT 
Let us define 
We may now prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2 Let: 
1 the function f :  R n  x R m  + R  have that continuous partial derivatives f z ( z ,  Y),  
f y ( z ,  y ) ,  f z y ( z ,  y ) ,  f y y ( z ,  y )  on an open neighborhood of the set G; 
2 1 1  f y ( z ,  y )  1 1  > 0 on the set G; 
3 the function p :  R n  x R m  + R  have continuous partial derivatives p Z ( z ,  Y), p y ( z ,  y )  
on an open neighborhood of the set G; 
4 for each r > 0 the function p r :  R n  x R m  -+ R  have continuous partial derivatives 
p l ( z ,  y ) ,  p;(z, y )  on an open neighborhood of the set 
and 
5 for each 6 > 0 there ezist R  > 0 and 6 > 0 such that if l/Azll 5 6 and r 1 R  then 
6 for each r > 0 the integral 
def 
Q ( r )  = $ [ P : ( ~ o ,  Y )  - Ar(zo,  y)Vy1 dy 
cc(z0) 
ezists and I Q ( r ) (  + 0 for r + + oo. 
Then the function F ( z ) ,  given by the formula (1) is diflerentiable at the point zo and 
the gradient is  equal to 
PROOF Let us take some 6 > 0. Applying the assumption 5 and 6 of the theorem we 
see that  there exists R > 0 and S1 > 0 such that if 11Az11 < 9 and r > R 
and 
IQ(r)l 5 6 
Consequently 
IFr(zo + A z )  - F r ( z o )  - < Q ( r ) ,  A z > (  5 241Az11 
The function 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. For this reason there exists S2 such that  if 
11Az11 5 S2 then 
I F ( z o  + Az)  - F r ( z o  + A z )  - F(zo )  + Fr(zo )  - 
Let 6 = min (S1 ,  62).  If 11Az)) 5 6 then applying (28)  and (27) we get 
+ IFr(zo + A z )  - Fr(zo )  - < Q ( r ) ,  Az>l  5 3~11Az11 . 
Because 6 > 0 was arbitrary the last inequality implies the statement of the theorem. 
4. LINEAR CASE 
We consider the linear case in more detail. Let z  E R n  and 
where A ( w )  is a random k x n matrix; the vectors c ,  b belongs to R ~ ,  P is a probability 
measure; and the rows a l ( w ) ,  j = 1 , .  . . , k of the random matrix A  ( w )  are independent and 
have the probability density functions p j ( a j ) ,  j = 1 , .  . . , k. Denote by 
In the view of the above assumptions 
Let us compute ~ l ( z ) .  With the formula (5) we get 
Consequently 
In the view of the preceding expression (29)  it is easy to  calculate F z ( z ) .  
5. ON THE MINIMIZATION OF THE INTEGRAL 
Let us consider the problem of minimizing the function ( 1 )  
min F  ( z )  
z E X  
where X c R n  is a convex closed set. To solve this problem one can use a gradient-based 
method. Note that  for the computation of the gradient by formula (4) i t  is necessary to  
compute an n-dimentional integral. In order to avoid this, stochastic quasi-gradient algo- 
rithms can be used (see for example [ I ]  (91). One of the most simple stochastic quasi- 
gradient algorithms has the form 
where s is the number of the algorithm iteration; zS is the approximation of the ex- 
tremum on the sth iteration; l lX( . )  is the orthoprojection operation on the convex set X; 
p, > 0 is a step size; and ts is a stochastic quasi-gradient i.e. the conditional expectation 
is equal to the gradient of the function F(z) at the point zS. In the case considered the 
stochastic quasi-gradient can be computed by the formula 
where ys  is a sample of the probability vector y with density function P(z', y)  and 
Ruszczynski, A. and Syski, W. [7] have used an analogous method for the minimization of 
the function 
F(z)  = P{z - ~ ( w )  E B),  z E R2 , 
where P is a probability measure, ~ ( w )  E R2 is a normally distributed random vector, and 
B c R2 is some closed bounded set. 
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